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Williams-Beuren syndrome (WBS) is a segmental aneusomy syndrome that results from a heterozygous deletion of
contiguous genes at 7q11.23. Three large region-specific low-copy repeat elements (LCRs), composed of different
blocks (A, B, and C), flank the WBS deletion interval and are thought to predispose to misalignment and unequal
crossing-over, causing the deletions. In this study, we have determined the exact deletion size and LCR copy number
in 74 patients with WBS, as well as precisely defined deletion breakpoints in 30 of them, using LCR-specific
nucleotide differences. Most patients (95%) exhibit a 1.55-Mb deletion caused by recombination between cen-
tromeric and medial block B copies, which share ∼99.6% sequence identity along 105–143 kb. In these cases,
deletion breakpoints were mapped at several sites within the recombinant block B, with a cluster (127%) occurring
at a 12 kb region within the GTF2I/GTF2IP1 gene. Almost one-third (28%) of the transmitting progenitors were
found to be heterozygous for an inversion between centromeric and telomeric LCRs. All deletion breakpoints in
the patients with the inversion occurred in the distal 38-kb block B region only present in the telomeric and medial
copies. Finally, only four patients (5%) displayed a larger deletion (∼1.84 Mb) caused by recombination between
centromeric and medial block A copies. We propose models for the specific pairing and precise aberrant recom-
bination leading to each of the different germline rearrangements that occur in this region, including inversions
and deletions associated with WBS. Chromosomal instability at 7q11.23 is directly related to the genomic structure
of the region.
Introduction
Williams or Williams-Beuren syndrome (WBS [MIM
194050]) is a segmental aneusomy syndrome that results
from a heterozygous deletion of contiguous genes at
7q11.23 (Francke 1999). The great majority of patients
display a deleted interval that has been estimated to en-
compass ∼1.5 Mb and to contain 25–30 genes (Peoples
et al. 2000; Magano et al. 2001; DeSilva et al. 2002;
Merla et al. 2002). However, a few exceptional patients
with smaller deletions and either a full or partial phe-
notype have been reported (Korenberg et al. 2000; Pe´rez
Jurado 2003). The WBS phenotype includes distinctive
facial features, vascular stenoses (supravalvular aortic
stenosis), and general cognitive deficits with a nonuni-
form profile (Burn 1986; Morris et al. 1988). Patients
exhibit specific dissociations in higher cognitive func-
tions with severe deficits in visuospatial construction but
adequate performance in face processing and relatively
unaffected language abilities (Bellugi et al. 2000; Mervis
et al. 2000). The estimated prevalence of the disease
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ranges between 1/7,500 and 1/25,000 newborns, most
cases being sporadic (Greenberg 1990; Stromme et al.
2002).
Large-scale sequencing of the WBS deleted and flank-
ing regions is almost complete, and high-accuracy se-
quencing and annotation of the entire orthologous re-
gion in mouse has recently been reported (DeSilva et al.
2002). However, despite these advances in sequencing
and gene identification, the specific contributions of
most of these genes to the phenotype and the underlying
pathogenic mechanisms of the disease are not fully
understood.
Two mapping reports shed light on the complex ge-
nomic structure of the 7q11.23 region rearranged in
patients with WBS (Peoples et al. 2000; Valero et al.
2000). Three large region-specific segmental duplica-
tions or low-copy repeat elements (centromeric, me-
dial, and telomeric LCRs), each composed of three
differentiated blocks called “A,” “B,” and “C,” flank
the WBS common deletion region (Valero et al. 2000).
Remarkably, the blocks of the centromeric and medial
LCRs are in the same orientation (although in different
order), whereas the third segmental duplication lies
more telomeric, with the same order as the centromeric
LCR but in the opposite orientation (fig. 1). Block B
contains three genes in the medial location (Bm)
(GTF2I [MIM 601674], NCF1 [MIM 233700], and
GTF2IRD2), and the corresponding putative pseudo-
genes at the centromeric (Bc) (GTF2IP1, NCF1P1, and
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of the 7q11.23 genomic region in normal chromosomes (N) and chromosomes with the WBS deletions.
Blocks A, B, and C of centromeric (c), medial (m), and telomeric (t) LCRs are represented by black arrows that indicate their relative orientation.
The single-copy regions between and outside the LCRs are depicted as gray lines. The limits of the common 1.55-Mb and the rarer 1.84-Mb
deleted regions found in our patients with WBS are indicated by dotted lines. The few atypical nonrecurrent deletions that have been reported
are not represented in this figure (reviewed by Korenberg et al. 2000; Pe´rez Jurado 2003). The locations of the relevant polymorphic markers
used in this study are indicated.
GTF2IRD2P1) and telomeric (Bt) blocks (GTF2IP2,
NCF1P2, and GTF2IRD2P2). The common ∼1.5 Mb
deletion is thought to occur by unequal crossing-over
between directly oriented blocks within the centromeric
and medial LCRs as revealed by deletion mapping and
detection of common long-range restriction junction
fragments (Pe´rez Jurado et al. 1996, 1998; Peoples et
al. 2000; Valero et al. 2000). Haplotype analysis with
polymorphic markers indicated that two-thirds of the
deletions arise from crossover events between both
chromosome 7 homologues during meiosis, whereas in-
trachromosomal rearrangements occur in one-third of
cases (Urban et al. 1996; Baumer et al. 1998). A recent
report has demonstrated the existence of a genomic re-
arrangement in 7q11.23 in some of the progenitors
transmitting the WBS chromosome (Osborne et al.
2001). Interphase FISH analysis and detection of long-
range restriction junction fragments revealed that∼33%
of such progenitors are heterozygous for a paracentric
inversion estimated to be 1.5 Mb and encompassing the
entire WBS region. As postulated by the authors, het-
erozygosity for such an inversion may lead to unequal
chromosome pairing in meiotic prophase and thus may
predispose to the WBS deletion (Osborne et al. 2001).
Along with several other diseases recently reviewed
(Mazzarela and Schlessinger 1998; Ji et al. 2000; Eman-
uel and Shaikh 2001; Stankiewicz and Lupski 2002),
WBS is a prototype of genomic disorder caused by ab-
errant homologous recombination between region-spe-
cific LCRs. However, the precise mechanisms and the
DNA sequences involved in the rearrangements leading
to the deletions and inversions remain to be elucidated.
In this report, we present an extensive molecular
study on the mutational mechanisms involved in WBS.
We have characterized the deletion size in 74 patients
with WBS and have precisely defined the sites of chro-
mosomal breakage and strand exchange in 30 of them.
In addition, we have confirmed the presence of inver-
sions in some of the progenitors transmitting the rear-
ranged chromosome. Specific models are proposed for
aberrant chromosome pairing and recombination lead-
ing to inversions and deletions associated with WBS.
Subjects and Methods
Patients and DNA Isolation
Most patients with WBS were ascertained through
the clinical genetics services at the Hospital del Mar in
Barcelona and the Hospital La Paz in Madrid. Addi-
tional samples were received from other Spanish hos-
pitals. Clinical criteria for inclusion within this study
have been described elsewhere (Pe´rez Jurado et al.
1996). Genomic DNA was obtained from subjects with
WBS and from available first-degree relatives under in-
stitutional review board–approved informed consent.
DNA was isolated from peripheral blood lymphocytes
by standard procedures.
Microsatellite and RFLP Analyses
The locations of all polymorphic markers used in this
analysis are shown in figure 1. An RFLP within exon
20 of the elastin (ELN [MIM 130160]) gene was am-
plified as described and was digested with MvaI (Tromp
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Figure 2 Genotyping results of the multiple copy microsatellites BASTR1 (D7S489) and BBSTR1 in selected families (11: father, 01:
patient and 12: mother). BASTR1 recognizes four loci, one within the commonly deleted region (D7S489B, allele range 168–180), one in block
Am (D7S489A, allele range 136–144) and two different D7S489C loci (allele range 144–160) located in blocks Ac (D7S489Cc) and At
(D7S489Ct). BBSTR1 recognizes three loci, one from each block B. Asterisks over each peak indicate the number of alleles, as predicted by
dosage analysis. a, In family 28, the patient shows six alleles corresponding to loci D7S489A and D7S489C, but only one allele within the
range of D7S489B (upper panel) and five alleles at BBSTR1 (lower panel). Therefore, this patient lacks one block B but none of the block A
copies, indicating that he bears the typical 1.55-Mb deletion that arose as a result of crossing-over between blocks Bc and Bm. Both parents
have a normal number of alleles at each locus. b, In family 34, the son affected with WBS displays only one allele at D7S489A and D7S489B
(upper panel) and only four alleles at BBSTR1 (lower panel), whereas both parents have a normal number of alleles at each locus. Therefore,
the patient has a larger deletion (1.84 Mb) that includes two blocks B (Bc and Bm) and one block A, most probably because of recombination
between blocks Ac and Am.
et al. 1991). Primer information on loci HSB055XE5
(AFMb055xe5), D7S489 (also called “block A short tan-
dem repeat 1” or “BASTR1”), D7S653, D7S672,
D7S1816, D7S2518, and D7S1870 is available through
the Genome Database. Sequence analyses of publicly
available sequences allowed us to identify four new mi-
crosatellite markers: block B short tandem repeats 1
(BBSTR1) and 2 (BBSTR2), WBStel1, and CR16T. Het-
erozygosities for WBStel1 and CR16T are 88.9% and
82.5%, respectively. WBStel1 was genotyped following
two rounds of PCR with external and nested primers,
because the dinucleotide repeat is flanked by two Alu
elements and it was not otherwise possible to obtain a
specific amplicon of an appropriate size. Primers were
designed with the program Primer3 and are as fol-
lows: BBSTR1-F, 5′-TAGAGACGGGGTTTCAGCA-
T-3′; BBSTR1-R, 5′-GTTGTACACCACAGCACCT-
G-3′; BBSTR2-F, 5′-CCCTCTGCCAATCCATAGA-
G-3′; BBSTR2-R, 5′-TTCCTTGTAACCATGAAAG-
GAT-3′; WBStel1-extF, 5′-GGGAATAGTACCCATC-
TCAAGG-3′; WBStel1-extR, 5′-AAGCCACACTTTC-
TCATCTGC-3′; WBStel1-nestedF, 5′-TGGGCAACA-
GAGCCAGAT-3′; WBStel1-nestedR, 5′-CAGCCTG-
GGTAACACAGTGA-3′; CR16T-F, 5′-CTCTGGGA-
GTTCCCAAATGC-3′ and CR16T-R, 5′-GAGGTT-
GCACTGAGCCAGA-3′. PCR was performed using
standard protocols. All forward oligonucleotides were
labeled with 5-FAM, HEX, or TET dyes, and samples
were analyzed on an ABI PRISM310 Genetic Analyzer
(PE Applied Biosystems). Estimation of the number of
alleles at multilocus microsatellites was performed by
comparing the relative ratios of the areas under the peaks
from alleles of the same size in different samples, using
the GeneScan 3.1 software (PE Applied Biosystems).
Two possible distorting factors caused by the PCR tech-
nique were considered: (1) the effect of the allele size in
the PCR yield (better PCR yield in general for smaller
alleles) and (2) the presence of stutter peaks due to poly-
merase slippage that increase the area of real allele peaks.
As an example, the number of alleles of patient 34.01
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at BASTR1 (fig. 2b) was estimated by calculating a dos-
age quotient between the 173-bp and 144-bp alleles
( ) and comparing it to that of the10,261/23,413p 0.44
patient’s father, 34.11 ( ), and12,347/23,547p 0.52
that of the patient’s mother, 34.12 (1.03). These data
indicate that, under the assumption that parents 34.11
and 34.12 have the normal number of alleles (two in
the D7S489A range, four in the D7S489C range, and
two in the D7S489B range), patient 34.01 displays only
one allele at D7S489A and D7S489B.
Sequence Analysis
Searches of genomic sequences were carried out in a
number of databases, including High Throughput Ge-
nomic Sequences (HTGS), by use of the BLAST software
(Altschul et al. 1990). Consensus sequences for LCRs
were established by use of the SeqMan program (DNAS-
TAR) and were aligned and compared to each other by
use of MegAlign (DNASTAR) and ClustalW (Thompson
et al. 1994). Identity and homology distribution among
the sequences were calculated by use of DNAsp 3.60
(Rozas and Rozas 1999). RepeatMasker was run to
identify interspersed repeat sequences.
Site-Specific Nucleotide (SSN) Assays
Locations of the site-specific nucleotide differences or
SSNs among blocks Bc, Bm, and/or Bt that were used
in this study are shown in figure 3. PCR primers, am-
plimer sizes, and detection procedures are listed in table
1. Typically, for each SSN assay, PCR reactions (25 ml)
were set up with 50 ng of genomic DNA, 10 pmols of
each primer, and 0.2 U of Taq polymerase (Ecogen) in
the manufacturer’s buffer. PCR was performed on a ther-
mal cycler (GeneAmp System 9600, PE Applied Bios-
ystems) as follows: 94C for 5 min; 25 cycles of 94C
for 40 s, 50C–60C (depending on the melting tem-
perature of primers in the reaction) for 30 s, and 72C
for 40 s; and a final extension of 72C for 10 min. Most
differences correspond to single-nucleotide changes that
were detected by use of restriction enzymes, according
to the manufacturer’s instructions (New England Biol-
abs, Roche), followed by size fractionation on 1%–3%
agarose gels. In two cases (SSNs 4 and 13), the difference
consists of a small insertion/deletion that could be de-
tected in 10% polyacrylamide gels.
Estimation of the Relative Numbers of Block Bc, Bm,
and Bt Copies
For each SSN assay, a digital image of the gel was
captured at varying exposure times, to ensure that the
bands were not saturated. Then, intensities of bands cor-
responding to presumed blocks Bc, Bm, and/or Bt were
quantified by use of the Volume Tool from the Quantity
One software package (Bio-Rad). Relative intensities
were calculated by means of a dosage quotient for the
block that can be distinguished in a particular SSN assay
relative to the other amplified blocks. This block B dos-
age quotient was calculated for all patients, as well as
for their parents as reference values in the same exper-
iment. A final ratio, called the “patient/progenitor block
B ratio,” was thereby calculated by relating the dosage
obtained for each WBS patient to the mean dosage value
of his or her progenitors. Reproducibility of results was
evaluated by repeating each experiment at least twice
with a different number of PCR cycles.
Detection of De Novo Junction Fragments
We designed a PCR experiment to amplify a putative
de novo junction fragment of 3.4 kb between SSNs 1
and 2. The forward primer (BK1F1: 5′-CTCCCTCCTC-
ATCCGCACCTT-3′) was designed to anneal specifically
to the block Bc and contains two mismatches (shown in
boldface) with respect to consensus sequences of blocks
Bm and Bt. The reverse primer (BK1R: 5′-TGCTGGCC-
TTTGTGTTATCATC-3′) is complementary to blocks
Bm and Bt, with two mismatches at the 3′ end with
respect to block Bc sequence. A second forward primer
(BK1F2: 5′-TCATGTGGACAAATTTCACTT-3′) that
amplifies a 2.0-kb fragment from blocks Bm and Bt, in
combination with BK1R, was used as an internal posi-
tive control. PCR reactions with 50 ng of DNA, 5 pmols
of BK1F1, 2.5 pmols of BK1F2, and 7.5 pmols of BK1R
were subjected to 30 cycles of 94C for 30 s, 63C for
30 s, and 72C for 2.5 min. All DNA samples were also
amplified with two primers complementary to the Bm
and Bt blocks that give rise to the same 3.4-kb fragment
(BK1F1mt: 5′- CTCCATCCTCATCCGCACCTC-3′ and
BK1R), to check the DNA quality.
FISH Analysis
Chromosome spreads for interphase FISH analysis
were prepared from peripheral blood lymphocytes using
standard methodology. Three-color FISH was performed
with one BAC located centromeric to the WBS deleted
region (RP11-421b22), one BAC from the GTF2IRD1
locus (RP4-665p05), and one PAC containing the STX1
locus (RP11-622p13), labeled with digoxigenin, biotin,
and a 1:1 mix of biotin and digoxigenin, respectively.
Purified BAC DNAs were labeled by nick-translation
(Roche), and unincorporated nucleotides were removed
by passage through a sephadex-G50 column (Roche).
Hybridization was performed by use of standard pro-
tocols and was detected with anti-digoxigenin-fluores-
cein (green), avidin-rhodamine (red), or both (yellow)
(Roche). Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI/antifade
(Q-biogene).
Slides were visualized under a fluorescent microscope
(AH3, Olympus) and images were analyzed with the
Figure 3 Mapping the region of exchange in block B in 30 WBS unrelated patients with the common 1.55-Mb deletion. a, Detailed
scheme representing the entire ∼143-kb length of block B. Note that the last 38 kb (dotted arrow) are absent in block Bc. Polymorphic
microsatellite markers and genes are shown on the top. Exons are depicted as black boxes and numbers at the top indicate the first and last
exons within the block. Locations and sequence differences of the 13 SSNs used in this study are indicated below the line. b and c, Each row
represents the inferred recombinant block B in the deleted chromosome of each individual with WBS (Pt: patient; Ori: parental origin of the
deletion, P: paternal, M: maternal). The predicted genotypes at each position are depicted as circles: white circles, Bc-type; black circles, Bm-
type; gray circles, Bt-type; half-white/half-gray circles, either Bc-type or Bt-type; half-white/half-black circles, either Bc-type or Bm-type; half-
gray/half-black circles, either Bm-type or Bt-type. A question mark is used when the number of Bc, Bm, or Bt copies cannot be determined
because a polymorphism in this position is detected in at least one of the parents. Patients without the inversion (N) are grouped in b, whereas
patients with predicted inversion (I) are displayed in c. For each patient, mapping of the region of exchange was narrowed between two SSNs
as depicted by a thicker line. Note that in 7–12 of 19 patients without the inversion, the transition from Bc (half-white/half-gray circle, because
Bt can not be ruled out) to Bm (black circle) occurs somewhere within the 12 kb between SSNs 1 and 2 (b). On the other hand, all patients
with the inversion undergo the transition from Bt (gray circle) to Bm (black circle) somewhere between SSNs 11 and 13, at the end of the block
(c).
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Cytovision 3.1 software (Applied Imaging Ltd.). At least
20 interphase nuclei where all three probes could be
identified in close alignment with each other were scored
for each individual.
Results
Deletion Mapping and Parental Origin in Patients with
WBS
A total of 74 patients with WBS and 7q11.23 sub-
microscopic deletions documented by FISH analysis,
Southern blotting, and/or microsatellite typing were in-
cluded in the study. Deletion mapping was performed
by genotyping multiple polymorphic markers from the
region. In agreement with previous reports (Pe´rez Jurado
et al. 1996; Robinson et al. 1996), all patients were
hemizygously deleted at HSB055XE5 and D7S1870
(lack of parental inheritance or quantitative dosage re-
duction), which represent the internal limits of the de-
leted interval (fig. 1). Biparental inheritance at D7S1816
and/or D7S672 in the centromeric side and at D7S2490
and/or D7S2518 in the telomeric side roughly defined
the external limits of the deletions in all informative cases
(fig. 1). A novel additional marker (WBStel1) situated
in the single-copy region between the medial and telo-
meric blocks of LCRs was not deleted in any patient.
Deletions were de novo in all informative cases, of ma-
ternal origin in 30 patients (45%) and paternal origin
in 37 (55%). The parental origin of the deletion could
not be established in seven patients, because DNA from
the parents was not available.
The analysis of multiple-copy STR markers located
in blocks A and B allowed us to establish the specific
LCRs involved in the unequal crossover event. Dinu-
cleotide repeats located in the intergenic region be-
tween GTF2I/GTF2IP1/GTF2IP2 and NCF1/NCF1P1/
NCF1P2 (BBSTR1) and intron 3 of the GTF2IRD2/
GTF2IRD2P1/GTF2IRD2P2 gene (BBSTR2) identify six
alleles in control individuals, two from each of the block
B copies (fig. 1). The microsatellite marker AFM136xe3
(BASTR1) identifies a locus within the commonly deleted
region (D7S489B) and three additional loci, each located
in one of the block A copies (D7S489A, D7S489Cc, and
D7S489Ct) (fig. 1) (Pe´rez Jurado et al. 1996; Robinson
et al. 1996). The vast majority of patients (70 of 74)
displayed only five block B alleles with BBSTR1 and
BBSTR2 but the normal six alleles from block A, indi-
cating that the deletion was caused by recombination be-
tween blocks Bc and Bm (figs. 1 and 2a). The approximate
size of this deletion by detailed analysis of the publicly
available sequence is ∼1.55 Mb. Four patients (5.5%)
exhibited four alleles with BBSTR1 and BBSTR2, two
fewer than their parents, suggesting the absence of two
block B copies in the rearranged chromosome (fig. 2b).
As expected, these four patients showed only five block
A alleles with hemizygosity at the D7S489A locus (fig.
2b), indicating that the deletion extended further (∼1.84
Mb), and was most likely caused by misalignment and
aberrant recombination between blocks Ac and Am (fig.
1).
Refinement of Deletion Breakpoint Regions in Block B
Using SSN Assays
We assembled and integrated all GenBank sequence
data available from genomic BAC and PAC clones span-
ning blocks Bc (CTA-269p13, RP11-396k3, RP11-
450o3, and RP11-483g21), Bm (239c10, RP4-771p04,
RP11-813J7, and CTA-350l10) and Bt (RP11-729p19
and RP11-219m8). Site specificity of the clones was de-
fined by differential anchoring points at least at one of
their ends. Sequence comparisons revealed that blocks
Bm and Bt share a ∼143-kb region of continuous ho-
mology (99.7% identity), whereas block Bc aligns only
with the first ∼105 kb (99.6% identity to both Bm and
Bt). A consensus sequence was established for each
block; then, a total of 442 individual nucleotide differ-
ences including small gaps were found between the con-
sensus of blocks Bc and Bm. Theoretically, these differ-
ences could be used to classify the recombinant block B
sequence in patients with WBS bearing the typical 1.55-
Mb deletion as either Bc, Bm, or Bt type at that site. In
practice, some sites that differ between the available se-
quences of the genomic clones appeared to be identical
in control individuals. In addition, some sites appeared
to have a relatively high degree of polymorphism or lack
of copy specificity among control individuals and, there-
fore, were not used to determine the site of chromosomal
exchange.
We tested a total of 34 putative block B (Bc/Bm/Bt)
SSNs in 10 control samples, and selected 13 on the basis
of their high degree of site specificity and ease of typing
(table 1, fig. 3a). We used them to further localize the
breakpoints within this block in 30 patients with the
common 1.55-Mb deletion. The locations and the copy-
specific nucleotides at the 13 SSNs are shown in figure
3a. In most PCR assays (SSNs 1–11), six copies of block
B sequence (two Bc, two Bm, and two Bt) were amplified
in normal individuals, five copies (one Bc, one Bm, two
Bt and one recombinant Bc-Bm) in patients with the
typical 1.55-Mb deletion, and four copies in those pa-
tients with larger deletions (one Bc, one Bm, and two
Bt). After PCR amplification, the SSN analysis was per-
formed as described in the “Subjects and Methods” sec-
tion (table 1). Then, a dosage analysis was performed
to elucidate the relative number of Bc, Bm, and/or Bt
copies and to predict the copy type in the recombinant
block B in patients. At SSNs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, block Bm
displays a specific nucleotide that can be distinguished
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Table 2
Statistical Analysis of the Values Obtained when Estimating the Relative Number of Block Bc,
Bm, and Bt Copies in Patients with WBS by Means of SSN Assays
SSN (BLOCK COPIES)
AND PATIENT/PROGENITOR
BLOCK RATIOS
VALUE
Threshold Mean Maximum Minimum SD SD/Mean
SSN 1 (Bm:[BcBt]):
1:4/2:4 p 0.5 !0.915 .52 .65 .37 .07 .13
2:3/2:4 p 1.33 10.915 … … … … …
SSN 2 (Bm:[BcBt]):
1:4/2:4 p 0.5 !0.915 .64 .77 .38 .13 .20
2:3/2:4 p 1.33 10.915 1.49 1.82 1.19 .24 .16
SSN 3 (Bm:[BcBt]):
1:4/2:4 p 0.5 !0.915 .57 .68 .32 .12 .21
2:3/2:4 p 1.33 10.915 1.31 2.27 1.02 .37 .28
SSN 4 (Bm:[BcBt]):
1:4/2:4 p 0.5 !0.915 .51 .66 .41 .07 .14
2:3/2:4 p 1.33 10.915 1.48 1.73 1.11 .17 .11
SSN 5 (Bm:[BcBt]):
1:4/2:4 p 0.5 !0.915 .49 .54 .43 .04 .08
2:3/2:4 p 1.33 10.915 1.35 1.68 1.17 .16 .12
SSN 6 (Bc:[BmBt]):
1:4/2:4 p 0.5 !0.915 .53 .70 .37 .07 .13
2:3/2:4 p 1.33 10.915 1.39 1.63 1.26 .17 .12
SSN 7 (Bc:[BmBt]):
1:4/2:4 p 0.5 !0.915 .52 .70 .44 .10 .20
2:3/2:4 p 1.33 10.915 1.55 1.67 1.44 .12 .08
SSN 8 (Bt:[BcBm]):
2:3/2:4 p 1.33 !2.165 1.37 1.74 1.17 .13 .10
3:2/2:4 p 3 12.165 3.05 4.01 2.41 .45 .15
SSN 9 (Bc:[BmBt]):
1:4/2:4 p 0.5 !0.915 .49 .59 .40 .04 .09
2:3/2:4 p 1.33 10.915 1.36 1.51 1.22 .15 .11
SSN 10 (Bt:[BcBm]):
2:3/2:4 p 1.33 !2.165 1.43 1.75 1.09 .23 .16
3:2/2:4 p 3 12.165 3.83 4.55 2.95 .53 .14
SSN 11 (Bt:[BcBm]):
2:3/2:4 p 1.33 !2.165 1.22 1.68 1.00 .21 .17
3:2/2:4 p 3 12.165 3.44 4.62 2.62 .61 .18
SSN 12 (Bt:Bm):
2:2/2:2 p 1 !1.5 1.00 1.19 .70 .11 .15
2:1/2:2 p 2 11.5 … … … … …
SSN 13 (Bt:Bm):
2:2/2:2 p 1 !1.5 1.04 1.21 .70 .14 .13
2:1/2:2 p 2 11.5 … … … … …
SSN C-A (Ct-At:Cc-Ac):
2:2/2:2 p 1 !2 1.00 1.32 .62 .17 .17
3:1/2:2 p 3 12 … … … … …
from Bc and Bt. Progenitors were expected to display a
Bm:(BcBt) ratio of 2:4, whereas patients in whom the
breakpoint occurred distally should have a 1:4 ratio and
those in whom the site of exchange is proximal should
show a 2:3 ratio. Therefore, the patient/progenitor
block B ratios expected in these cases were 0.5 (1:4/2:
4) and 1.33 (2:3/2:4), respectively. Consequently, when,
in our experiments, this final ratio was !0.915, a 1 Bm:
4 (BcBt) dosage for the patient was deduced, whereas,
if it was 10.915, it was considered as a 2 Bm:3 (BcBt)
dosage. The same kind of calculations and inferences
were performed for SSNs 6, 7, and 9, in which block
Bc can be distinguished from blocks Bm and Bt. In these
assays, a patient/progenitor block B ratio of 0.5 suggests
that the breakpoint is proximal, whereas the ratio is 1.33
if the breakpoint is distal. Finally, in SSN assays 12 and
13 only Bt and Bm copies are amplified, and, thus, a
patient/progenitor block B ratio of 1 (2:2/2:2, Bt:Bm)
indicates a breakpoint proximal to this site, whereas a
ratio of 2 (2:1/2:2, Bt:Bm) indicates that it is distal.
For SSNs 1–7, 9, 12, and 13 consistent values for
patient/progenitor block B ratios were obtained in most
cases, with means very close to the expected 0.5, 1, or
1.33 values, and standard deviations of !30% of the
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Figure 4 Analysis of samples from patients with WBS and their progenitors with block B SSNs to map deletion breakpoints. Relative
block dosages calculated from band intensities, as described in the “Methods” section, are depicted bellow each lane. a, Representative results
of the SSN 4 assay, which amplifies exon 2 of the NCF1 gene and NCF1P1/NCF1P2 pseudogenes. Both pseudogenes in blocks Bc and Bt have
a 2-bp deletion at the beginning of exon 2 (delGT) that is not present in the NCF1 gene in Bm. Patients 20.01 and 21.01 show one gene copy
versus four pseudogenes, suggesting that the deletion breakpoint is telomeric to this point. Patients 3.01 and 61.01 display two gene copies
versus three pseudogenes, indicating that the crossing-over occurred proximal to this position. Patients 17.01 and 35.01 have a 1 Bm:4 (BcBt)
ratio, most likely because of the presence of three block Bt copies (see fig. 3c). Progenitor 21.12 has three gene-type copies and three pseudogenes,
most probably as a result of gene conversion. b, Results of the SSN 9 assay in a few patients. A nucleotide change in exon 14 of GTF2RD2/
GTF2RD2P1/GTF2RD2P2 creates a restriction site for HaeIII in blocks Bm and Bt that is not present in Bc, as represented in the scheme.
Patients 20.01 and 40.01 show three digested copies versus two nondigested copies, indicating that unequal crossing-over occurred distal to
this position. On the contrary, patients 71.01 and 37.01 have three digested copies versus two nondigested copies, showing that the breakpoint
is proximal to this nucleotide. Patients 17.01 and 35.01 display a 1 Bc:4 (BcBt) ratio, most likely because of the presence of three block Bt
copies (see panel c). c, SSN 11 assay allows detection of the inversion in patients with WBS. As represented in the scheme, a nucleotide change
in block Bt destroys a Tru9I site that is present in blocks Bc and Bm. Patients 7.01, 71.01, and 42.01 show three digested copies (blocks Bc
and Bm) versus two nondigested copies (block Bt), suggesting the existence of two block Bt copies, one in each chromosome. In patients 17.01
and 35.01, we observe a reduction of the intensity of bands 3 and 4 (Bc and Bm) and an increase of the intensity of band 1 (Bt). The patient/
progenitor block B ratio is close to 3 in both cases, suggesting the existence of three block Bt copies (one in the normal chromosome and two
in the WBS chromosome) but only two blocks Bc and Bm (both in the normal chromosome). The 3 Bt:2 (BcBm) ratio suggests that the WBS
chromosome arose in a progenitor heterozygous for the inversion. Dosage calculations in sample 23.11 indicate that he has only one Bt-like
copy versus five Bc and Bm blocks, most probably as a result of gene conversion. His son, patient 23.01, inherited this polymorphism.
mean value (table 2). These results allowed us to define
the relative number of block B-type copies at each po-
sition analyzed and then to infer whether the recombi-
nant block B was Bm type (breakpoint proximal or cen-
tromeric to the position) or Bc type (breakpoint distal
or telomeric) (fig. 3b). Abnormal relative dosage results
were obtained in some progenitors at several SSNs, sug-
gesting the occasional presence of non–site-specific se-
quence in LCR blocks (see table 1 for polymorphism
degree in each SSN), which prevented definition of the
copy type in the recombinant block B of the patient
(represented by circles filled with a question mark in fig.
3). Most of the SSNs only distinguish one copy with
respect to the other two, but this information may be
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Figure 5 Amplification of a deletion-junction fragment in some
patients. a, PCR strategy for amplifying a deletion-junction fragment
containing the prohibitin (PHBP1) pseudogene and part of introns 19
and 20 of the GTF2I gene. Specific primers for blocks Bc and Bm/Bt
allow the amplification of a recombinant Bc-Bm fragment of 3.4 kb.
A nested primer that anneals to all three blocks and amplifies a 2.0-
kb product from blocks Bm and Bt was used as an internal positive
PCR control. b, The PCR assay detects a de novo 3.4-kb fragment in
patients 37.01, 56.01, and 57.01 not present in their healthy parents.
The same fragment is also found in patients 3.01 and 7.01 but also
in one of their parents, probably because of the presence of a
polymorphism.
enough to define the entire recombinant block with con-
sistency. As an example, patient 20.01 shows one Bm
copy at SSN4 (fig. 4a) and this is indicated in figure 3b
with a half-white, half-gray circle, because SSN4 distin-
guishes block Bm from blocks Bc and Bt and thus,
strictly speaking, the results are compatible with the re-
combinant Bc-Bm block being Bc-type or Bt-type. This
same patient 20.01 displays two Bc copies at SSN9 (fig.
4b), and this is denoted by a white circle in figure 3b.
Both results indicate that all the partially informative
positions in the recombinant block B between SSN4 and
9 must be Bc type so that the deletion breakpoint is
located distal to SSN9 in this patient.
In 19 patients, the transition from block Bc to Bm
was localized between two SSNs, allowing the precise
localization of the deletion breakpoints (fig. 3b). These
deletion breakpoints were mapped within the GTF2I/
GTF2IP1 gene or the GTF2I/GTF2IP1-NCF1/NCF1P1
intergenic region in 10–14 cases (53%–74%), in the
NCF1/NCF1P1 gene in 2–6 cases (11%–31%), and
within GTF2IRD2/GTF2IRD2P1 in 3 cases (16%).
Therefore, breakpoints appear to occur at any position
within block B, although they tend to concentrate at the
beginning, in a 12-kb region between SSNs 1 and 3,
located at exons 16 and intron 21 of the GTF2I/
GTF2IP1 gene, respectively (7–12 of 19 patients).
Detection of a Recurrent Deletion Junction Fragment
On the basis of the SSN data, we designed a PCR
assay to specifically amplify a putative 3.4-kb de novo
deletion-junction fragment between SSNs 1 and 2 using
a centromeric-specific forward primer and a medial and
telomeric-specific reverse primer (fig. 5a). This assay was
performed in the 12 WBS samples (57.01, 37.01, 15.01,
69.01, 56.01, 3.01, 7.01, 61.01, 19.01, 42.01, 23.01,
and 71.01), in which the SSN results suggest that the
deletion breakpoint is located between SSNs 1 and 2
(fig. 3b), as well as in their parents and in several control
DNA samples. The 3.4-kb amplification product be-
tween introns 19 and 20 of the GTF2I/P1 gene was
obtained in patients 56.01, 57.01, 37.01, 3.01, 7.01,
19.01, 23.01, and 71.01 (fig. 5b). The same amplifica-
tion product was also obtained in 20% of parents and
controls, probably because of polymorphic variants pre-
sent in some normal chromosomes. Both parents of pa-
tients 56.01, 57.01, and 37.01 were negative for the 3.4-
kb amplification product, indicating that the 3.4-kb
band present in this patients corresponds to a de novo
deletion-junction fragment. No final information is
available for samples 69.01 and 19.12, because the in-
ability to amplify the 2-kb control PCR product suggests
technical problems due to DNA degradation. Parents
3.11, 7.12, 23.11, and 71.11 were positive for the 3.4-
kb amplification product, raising the possibility that pa-
tients 3.01, 7.01, 23.01, and 71.01 are PCR positive
because they carry an inherited polymorphism in the
region and not a de novo deletion-junction fragment (fig.
5b). Haplotype analysis of the unaffected sisters dem-
onstrated that patient 3.01 has not inherited the poly-
morphic variant from his father (3.11) and thus that the
3.4-kb amplification product represents indeed a de
novo junction fragment. On the contrary, haplotype data
could not discard the 3.4-kb amplification fragment be-
ing a polymorphism in family 7 (data not shown). No
siblings were available for patients 23.01 and 71.01, and
thus, in these cases, we cannot establish whether the 3.4-
kb amplification product corresponds to a de novo Bc-
Bm junction fragment or to an inherited polymorphism.
Sequencing of the 3.4-kb PCR product did not shed any
light on the problem either. On the basis of publicly
available sequence, there are only four nucleotide dif-
ferences between blocks Bm and Bc/Bt in this 3.4-kb
fragment. Unfortunately, all four positions display a Bc-
type nucleotide in all the PCR fragments analyzed from
patients (56.01, 57.01, 7.01, 23.01, and 71.01) and par-
ents (7.12, 23.11, and 71.11), regardless of whether they
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Figure 6 Detection of the 7q11.23 inversion polymorphism in WBS transmitting progenitors by three-color interphase FISH. a, Order of
the probes along a normal chromosome and a chromosome with the 7q11.23 inversion polymorphism. The probes, from centromere to telomere,
correspond to RP11-421b22, RP11-622p13, and RP4-665p05. Centromeric, medial, and telomeric LCRs are depicted as black arrows. b, On
interphase nuclei from two transmitting mothers showing a triple dosage of the Bt allele (60.12 and 35.12), two different chromosomes can
be distinguished: one with the signals in the expected order (N) and another in which the yellow signal appears between the red and the green,
indicating an inversion of the region (INV). A nucleus from a control individual with two normal chromosomes is also shown.
correspond to proved or putative de novo junction frag-
ments (data not shown). Therefore, a specific junction
fragment in this region has been obtained in at least 4
(and maybe up to 8) of 19 individuals with a recom-
binant Bc/Bm block.
Detection of Inversions
SSN assays 8, 10, and 11 allow the identification of
Bt copies versus Bc and Bm copies. Patients were ex-
pected to have ratios of 2:3 (Bt:[BcBm]), whereas par-
ents should have the normal 2:4 ratios, and thus a pa-
tient/progenitor block B ratio of 1.33 (2:3/2:4) was
predicted. However, 11 of 30 patients (37%) consis-
tently displayed a patient/progenitor block B ratio close
to 3 (3:2/2:4) at these three SSNs, consistent with the
presence of three block Bt–type copies of the five total
block B copies (figs. 3c and 4c). Since the copy ratio was
normal in their parents (2:4), the only logical expla-
nation for this finding was the presence of two Bt-type
blocks in the rearranged chromosome 7, keeping the
intact structure (Bc-Bm-Bt) on the other chromosome.
In agreement with recent data reported by Osborne
et al. (2001), we postulated that the WBS transmitting
progenitors of those patients showing a triple dosage of
the Bt allele were carriers of an inversion. The WBS
deletion would be the result of meiotic unequal exchange
between the inverted chromosome (with telomeric-type
LCRs at the centromeric site) and its non-inverted ho-
mologue. Confirmation of the existence of an inversion
was obtained in all four transmitting progenitors of the
patients showing a triple dosage of the Bt allele that were
analyzed by three-color interphase FISH analysis (sam-
ples 35.12, 51.11, 54.11, and 60.12). When using two
probes from the WBS commonly deleted region and one
probe centromeric to the deletion, we found the normal
disposition of the signals in one chromosome but a dif-
ferent order in the other chromosome, indicating a
change in the orientation of the WBS region relative to
the centromeric DNA (fig. 6).
These paracentric inversions in parents most likely
originated through intrachromosomal recombination
between the centromeric and telomeric LCR blocks,
which are in an opposite orientation (fig. 7a). To inves-
tigate whether the crossing-over leading to the inversion
occurred at block C, A, or B, we analyzed SSN C-A,
located between blocks C and A (fig. 1 and table 1), in
the 11 patients with rearranged chromosomes (inversion
plus deletion). Six patients showed the normal 2 Cc-Ac:
2 Ct-At ratio, indicating that the exchange events lead-
ing to the original inversions had happened at either
block A or block B (crossovers 2 or 3 in fig. 7a) (data
not shown). Thus, in these patients the inverted interval
encompasses a genomic fragment ranging from 1.79 Mb
(recombination at the end of block B) to 2.34 Mb (re-
combination at the beginning of block A). Five patients
showed a Cc-Ac versus Ct-At ratio of 1:3, although the
presence of the same abnormal dosage Cc-Ac:Ct-At ra-
tio in one of their progenitors prevents from drawing
any final conclusion.
Generation of the WBS Deletion in Carriers of an
Inversion Polymorphism
Heterozygosity for the inversion polymorphism
should invariably lead to abnormal chromosome pairing
in meiotic prophase. During pairing, the first regions of
sequence divergence occur at the internal edges of both
inverted LCRs, because Bc is 38 kb shorter than Bt. In
figure 7b, we illustrate how both chromosomes could
fold onto themselves to achieve an optimal or even com-
plete sequence pairing. On the basis of this model, only
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Figure 7 a, Mechanism for the origin of the inversion polymorphism. During chromosome pairing in cell division, the large inverted
segmental duplications containing centromeric and telomeric blocks A, B, and C may favor the partial refolding of one chromosome, allowing
intrachromatid or unequal sister chromatid synapsis. Nonallelic homologous recombination (black X) can occur in block C, A, or B, resulting
in a paracentric inversion ranging in size from 2.34 to 1.79 Mb. b, Mechanism for the generation of the WBS deletion in parents heterozygous
for the inversion polymorphism. Asynapsis at the inverted region promotes the folding of both chromosomes, to attempt pairing of homologous
sequences. Note that the centromeric and telomeric segmental duplications are identical in length at blocks C and A, but block Bc is 38 kb
shorter than block Bt, which is identical to Bm. In this model, all sequences of the region could undergo perfect matching with sequences from
the homologous chromosome. The WBS chromosome is the result of unequal crossing-over (black X) either between block Bt from the inverted
chromosome and Bm from the normal one (type 1) or between block Bm from the inverted allele and block Bt of the normal one (type 2).
Recombination events at any other site within the loops would result in either acentric or dicentric chromosomes 7 (most likely nonviable). N:
normal chromosome, I: inverted chromosome.
unequal crossing-over events occurring between either
block Bt of the inverted chromosome and block Bm of
the noninverted homologue (type 1), or block Bm of the
inverted allele and Bt of the normal one (type 2), would
result in either a WBS-deleted chromosome or the re-
ciprocal duplication. This WBS chromosome would con-
tain telomeric block B sequences from the inverted chro-
mosome at the centromeric side. Therefore, a patient
bearing such a WBS chromosome would display three
copies of telomeric-type alleles (one from the normal
chromosome and two from the rearranged chromosome)
in the fragment between the ancestral inversion break-
point in the parental chromosome and the de novo de-
letion breakpoint. Recombination at any other site
within the loops would lead to acentric and dicentric
chromosomes 7, both most likely nonviable.
Our model for the generation of the deletion in in-
version carriers predicts that the interchromosomal
exchange event must take place within the last 38 kb of
blocks Bm and Bt (fig. 7b). In agreement with this, we
found a gain of a Bt-type block in the SSNs proximal
to this region (SSNs 8, 10, and 11), suggesting that the
deletion breakpoint is located distally (figs. 3c and 4c).
In addition, we detected a normal 2Bm:2Bt ratio in all
patients with the inverted-deleted chromosome when
performing the SSN assays 12 and/or 13 (fig. 3c). These
data indicate that the unequal crossing-over causing the
deletion in inversion carriers is always localized between
SSNs 11 and 13, in the 38-kb region only present in
blocks Bm and Bt, as predicted by our model.
The dosage assay at SSN 11 was performed in the
remaining samples of patients with WBS who had
7q11.23 deletions to assess the presence of inversions.
At this position at the very end of the ∼105-kb alignment
between Bc and Bm/Bt, there should always be a gain
of a Bt-type sequence and loss of a Bc-type sequence if
the rearranged WBS chromosome originated in an in-
version carrier (fig. 7b). Comparative dosage analysis
was suggestive of the presence of an inverted chromo-
some in 10 of 44 additional cases, for a total of 21 of
74 (28%). The degree of polymorphic variation (non–
site specificity) at this site, among normal individuals
(WBS parents and controls), was 5.7%. This variation
could lead to misinterpretation of the results in some
cases, although comparison of the block B dosages ob-
tained from patients and their parents should prevent
this error.
Occurrence of Inter- versus Intrachromosomal
Rearrangements
We investigated in 13 families whether a meiotic in-
terchromosomal recombination event had occurred in
the critical or flanking regions during the generation of
the WBS chromosome. Patients and available first-degree
relatives (parents and siblings) were genotyped at several
chromosome 7 loci, located either centromeric (D7S653,
D7S672, D7S1816, and BBSTR1cen), within (CR16T,
ELN, and D7S1870) or telomeric (WBStel1, BBSTR1tel,
and D7S2518) to the critical WBS deletion (fig. 1). Hap-
lotype analysis of unaffected siblings enabled us to es-
tablish the phase of the alleles on the parental and WBS
chromosomes (fig. 8) with an estimated error rate of
1%–2%, which corresponds to the probability of a ran-
dom recombination event within the region in the mei-
osis leading to the sibling’s chromosomes.
In four (1.01, 3.01, 19.01, and 80.01) of seven patients
without the inversion, the deletion arose through an in-
trachromosomal event, as determined by the absence of
recombination between centromeric and telomeric mark-
ers, whereas, in three cases (7.01, 113.01, and 121.01),
it was due to an interchromosomal exchange (fig. 8a).
On the other hand, haplotype data demonstrated
crossing-over between centromeric and telomeric mark-
ers in all six patients with an inferred inversion in the
deleted chromosome (16.01, 35.01, 51.01, 54.01, 60.01,
and 120.01), suggesting that the deletion derived from
an interchromosomal recombination event (fig. 8b).
These results indicate that, in the progenitors hetero-
zygous for the inversion, deletions arise from crossover
events between both chromosome 7 homologues during
meiosis I. On the basis of our model, there are two
specific sites of nonallelic pairing where unequal
crossing-over may lead to the WBS chromosome in car-
riers of paracentric inversions: between block Bt of the
chromosome with the inversion and block Bm of the
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normal chromosome (type 1) and between block Bm of
the chromosome with the inversion and block Bt of the
normal chromosome (type 2) (fig. 7b). Genotypes at the
WBStel1 locus allowed us to infer the type of unequal
crossing-over that led to the WBS chromosome. No re-
combination between centromeric markers and WBStel1
was observed in five cases (16.01, 35.01, 54.01, 60.01,
and 120.01), indicating a type 2 interchromosomal
exchange that resulted in a WBS chromosome harboring
a small inversion of the region between medial and telo-
meric LCRs. One case (51.01) showed recombination
between centromeric markers and WBStel1, indicating
a type 1 rearrangement resulting in a WBS chromosome
without additional inversion of single-copy sequences.
Search for Sequence Features that Promote
Homologous Recombination
We searched for sequence elements that could be re-
sponsible for the preferential use of block B as the sub-
strate for homologous recombination and the clustering
of deletion breakpoints in specific block B regions in
patients without the inversion (fig. 3b). Blocks Bc and
Bm show an overall sequence identity of 99.6% with
no major gaps, whereas blocks Ac and Am display a
lower degree of identity (98.2%) including two large
deletions of 15 and 26 kb in block Am. The total per-
centage of repetitive elements in block B, calculated by
RepeatMasker, was estimated to encompass 49.7% of
the sequence, which is significantly higher than the av-
erage 34% predicted for DNA with similar GC content
(Smit 1996). Short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs)
account for 41.1% of the sequence and show a quite
uniform distribution along the block (data not shown).
On the basis of these facts, although a high density of
Alu elements is thought to contribute to a high level of
unequal homologous recombination (Batzer and Dein-
inger 2002), they do not appear to be related to the
clustering of the deletion breakpoints at the beginning
of the block B. In contrast, the distribution of the se-
quence differences between blocks Bc and Bm is asym-
metric, with 99.8% identity in the first half (50 kb) and
99.4% in the second half. Therefore, there is a corre-
lation between higher degree of sequence identity and
higher frequency of aberrant recombination leading to
the deletions. In addition, 7–12 of 19 deletion break-
points cluster in a 12-kb region between exon 16 and
intron 21 of the GTF2I gene and GTF2IP1 pseudogene
(fig. 3b) and a 3.4-kb de novo junction fragment was
amplified by PCR in 4–8 cases (fig. 5). Interestingly, a
1.1-kb region presenting 83% identity to the prohibitin
cDNA (PHB [MIM 176705]) is located in this interval,
within intron 19 of the GTF2I gene and GTF2IP1/
GTF2IP2 pseudogenes but in the opposite transcrip-
tional orientation (fig. 5a). The lack of an ORF in this
sequence suggests that it corresponds to a processed
pseudogene generated by retrotransposition of a pro-
hibitin mRNA. At least two ESTs with identical sequence
obtained from fetal brain and stomach cancer have been
identified, indicating that the prohibitin pseudogenes
may be transcribed in some tissues. No other obvious
recombination-promoting sequences found in associa-
tion with recurrent genomic mutations were identified
in the region.
Discussion
Recurrent Deletion Events between Specific Blocks of
7q11.23 LCRs
We have dissected the molecular mechanisms leading
to the genomic mutations that occur in the 7q11.23 re-
gion by studying 74 patients with typical WBS. As pre-
viously suggested, WBS deletions arise as a consequence
of misalignment mediated by highly homologous LCRs
that flank the critical region followed by unequal
crossing-over. On the basis of the organization and ori-
entation of the LCR blocks along with some experi-
mental data, it was previously predicted that WBS de-
letions must arise by recombination between blocks
located in the same orientation in the centromeric and
medial location, either block B or block A (Peoples et
al. 2000; Valero et al. 2000). We have shown here that
most patients with WBS (95%) exhibit a 1.55-Mb de-
letion caused by unequal crossing-over between the cen-
tromeric (usually Bc, but Bt in the case of an inversion)
and medial block B copies. A larger deletion (∼1.84 Mb)
mediated by aberrant recombination between blocks Ac
and Am accounts for only 5% of deletion cases (fig. 1).
Preferential implication of specific LCRs has also been
reported in other genomic disorders, such as DiGeorge/
velocardiofacial syndromes (DGS [MIM 188400]/VCFS
[MIM 192430]) affecting 22q11.2 (Shaikh et al. 2001;
McDermid and Morrow 2002), Prader-Willi and An-
gelman syndromes (PWS [MIM 176270]/AS [MIM
105830]) on 15q11-q13 (Amos-Landgraf et al. 1999;
Christian et al. 1999), and Smith-Magenis syndrome
(SMS [MIM 182290]) on 17p11.2 (Chen et al. 1997).
In the 7q11.23 rearrangements causing WBS, two main
factors might favor the involvement of block B copies:
(1) the degree of sequence homology is significantly
higher between blocks Bc and Bm (99.6% overall iden-
tity with no large gaps) than between blocks Ac and Am
(98.2% identity and two large gaps corresponding to
deletions of 15 and 26 kb in Am); and (2) the length of
the genomic interval between blocks Bc and Bm (1.55
Mb) is shorter than that between blocks Ac and Am
(∼1.84 Mb).
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Uneven Distribution of the Sites of Chromosome
Breakage in the WBS Deletions
We have also addressed the question whether deletion
breakpoints in the recombinant block B localize to spe-
cific sites or whether they are widely dispersed within
the extent of the block. A single 557-bp region located
close to a Mariner transposase sequence within a 27-kb
LCR is the recombination hotspot associated with the
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease type 1A (CMT1A [MIM
118220]) and hereditary neuropathy with liability to
pressure palsies (HNPP [MIM 162500]) rearrangements
on chromosome 17p11.2 (Kiyosawa et al. 1995; Lopes
et al. 1996; Reiter et al. 1998). Another recombination
hotspot exists in a 2-kb fragment containing a chi-like
sequence located within each of the flanking repeats that
mediate microdeletions in some patients with neurofi-
bromatosis type 1 (NF1 [MIM 162200]) (Lo´pez-Correa
et al. 2001). However, the precise sites of chromosome
breakage and strand exchange in other genomic disor-
ders with larger and more complex LCRs are not known.
The structural complexity, copy number, and high ho-
mology of the LCRs in 7q11.23 has also hampered the
precise definition of WBS deletion breakpoints. Cross-
overs that lead to the WBS deletion cannot be detected
by standard Southern analysis, since the recombinant
restriction fragments would be identical in size to those
in the original blocks because of the high degree of se-
quence identity. Long-range restriction (pulsed field gel
electrophoresis) approaches have only succeeded when
targeting restriction sites located outside the LCRs (Pe´rez
Jurado et al. 1998; Peoples et al. 2000). We attempted
an alternative approach to define deletion breakpoints
using several SSNs throughout block B that are detected
by PCR, restriction analysis, and comparison of band
intensities. The results obtained by this method allowed
an accurate estimation of block Bc/Bm/Bt ratios in pa-
tients, as demonstrated by the mean values and standard
deviations (table 2), and were consistent in each patient
because a single region of either Bc-Bm or Bt-Bm tran-
sition was detected (with the only exception being pa-
tient 70.01). Moreover, the method was validated by the
finding of a de novo Bc-Bm junction fragment in some
patients in the region pinpointed by the SSN analyses.
A key point in the PCR-based SSN assays was the anal-
ysis of patients’ progenitors in the same experiment to
use them as reference values and also to identify putative
polymorphisms that could lead to misinterpretations.
SSN analyses have enabled us to refine, within inter-
vals of ∼5–30 kb, the region of Bc/Bm exchange in 19
patients with the common 1.55-Mb deletion (fig. 3b).
Although the exact site of chromosome breakage and
strand exchange could not be further narrowed down
in many cases, because of the high sequence homology,
84% of them (16 of 19 cases) are located at the proximal
half of the block that harbors the GTF2I/GTF2IP1 and
NCF1/NCF1P1 genes. Moreover, in 7–12 of these 19
patients (37%–63%), the deletion breakpoints cluster in
a 12-kb region between exon 16 and intron 21 of
GTF2I/GTF2IP1 gene, which represents only an 11.4%
of the total sequence of block B.
Therefore, although breakpoints can occur at any po-
sition, they show an uneven distribution with a tendency
to cluster in the proximal half of the block Bc/Bm, where
there is an apparent hotspot narrowed to a 3.4–12-kb
fragment. Interestingly, blocks Bc and Bm show a higher
percentage of identity (99.8%) at the first half compared
with the second half (99.4%). In addition, five of the
seven existing stretches of 12 kb of continuous identity
are located in the first half of the block, and two of them
in the 12-kb hotspot region. The length of these regions
of uninterrupted identity exceeds by far the 200–300 bp
of perfect sequence identity that constitutes the mini-
mum efficient processing segment (MEPS) required by
the cellular machinery for strand exchange during so-
matic recombination in mammalian cells (Waldman and
Liskay 1988). Direct sequencing of recombination prod-
ucts has suggested that a similar or slightly greater length
of complete identity (300–500 bp) may be required dur-
ing unequal exchanges in meiosis (Vnencak-Johns and
Phillips 1990; Reiter et al. 1998). Therefore, it is clear
that unequal crossing-over leading to the 1.55-Mb WBS
deletion preferentially occurs in regions of extremely
high sequence identity. In addition, active transcription
of the GTF2I and GTF2IP1 genes in all tissues exam-
ined, including testes and blastocysts (Pe´rez Jurado et al.
1998; Wang et al. 1998), suggests that both copies may
be transcribed in germ cells and thus could also facilitate
recombination by means of opening the chromatin struc-
ture. The processed prohibitin pseudogene located
within the 3.4–12-kb hotspot region appears also to be
transcribed, which might further facilitate recombina-
tion. No other sequence elements thought to promote
homologous recombination, such as transposase-like el-
ements or AT-rich palindromic sequences were found in
the entire region. A significant sex bias ( ) wasPp .03
observed in favor of paternal origin of the deletions
among those cases with breakpoints located at the hot-
spot region. It will be interesting to determine whether
differential transcription of the GTF2I/GTF2IP1 genes
and/or the prohibitin pseudogenes during spermatogen-
esis and oogenesis could be responsible for the observed
bias.
Inversions of the WBS Region
Genomic polymorphisms in the organization of the
WBS region and flanking LCRs could predispose some
individuals to the genomic rearrangements associated
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Figure 8 Haplotype analyses of 13 families with WBS, performed using polymorphic markers centromeric to (D7S653, D7S672, D7S1816,
and BBSTR1cen), within (CR16T, ELN, and D7S1870), and telomeric to (WBStel1, BBSTR1tel, and D7S2518) the WBS deleted region. Absence
or presence of recombination between centromeric and telomeric markers indicates that the deletion arose as a result of an intra- or inter-
chromosomal recombination event, respectively. In the inverted chromosomes, absence or presence of recombination between centromeric
markers and WBStel1 indicates that the deletion arose through a type 1 (patient 51.01) or type 2 (patients 16.01, 120.01, 35.01, 54.01, and
60.01) interchromosomal crossing-over event, respectively (fig. 7b). The brackets encompass the inverted interval with the arrows indicating
the position of the WBStel1 marker in chromosomes with an inversion (.11: father, .01: patient, .02/.03: unaffected sibs, and .12: mother).
with WBS. Recent data demonstrated the existence of
an inversion of the whole WBS interval in approximately
one-third of the progenitors transmitting the WBS chro-
mosome (Osborne et al. 2001). By SSN assays that dis-
tinguish block Bt versus Bc and Bm, we predict that 28%
of our patients (21 of 74) bear the inversion in the re-
arranged chromosome. A definitive proof that the pro-
genitor transmitting the rearranged chromosome carries
an inversion was obtained, by FISH in all four cases
analyzed and by haplotype data in five families. Inter-
estingly, the genomic organization of centromeric and
telomeric LCRs consists of inverted repeat blocks (C, A,
and B) flanking a 1.79-Mb region that includes the WBS
deleted interval. This genomic structure may allow flip-
ping of the DNA fragment in between, thus resulting in
an inverted orientation of the whole region with pres-
ervation of all genes involved. As postulated in figure
7a, the crossing-over leading to such inversion might
occur between centromeric and telomeric blocks A, B,
or C. Therefore, the size of the inverted interval is larger
than previously estimated (Osborne et al. 2001). It en-
compasses a genomic fragment ranging from 1.79 (re-
combination at the end of block B) to 2.56 Mb (recom-
bination at the beginning of block C). The inversion
breakpoints always lie externally to the WBS deletion
and do not disrupt any of the genes commonly deleted
in patients with WBS, which is in agreement with the
absence of abnormal phenotype in all inversion carriers
studied by us.
On the basis of the current knowledge about the
genomic structure of the 7q11.23 region, additional
genomic rearrangements leading to either polymorphic
variation or disease can be predicted to occur, such as
deletions or duplications of some LCR blocks, recip-
rocal duplications of the entire WBS region, or smaller
inversions between medial and telomeric segmental
duplications.
Inter- and Intrachromosomal Events: Precise
Interchromosomal Rearrangements in Inversion
Carriers
The crossover events that led to the deletion in pro-
genitors carrying the inversion polymorphism are all lo-
cated at the end of block B, within the last 38 kb that
are absent in block Bc. This finding is due to the fact
that the final 38 kb of blocks Bt and Bm are most likely
the only regions of paralogous misalignment. During
meiosis I in inversion carriers, an “active search” for
homology would force both the inverted and normal
chromosomes 7 into forming a structural microloop in
the middle of the inverted segment (fig. 7b). Based on
this model, complete sequence pairing could be achieved
even in the presence of a paracentric inversion in one of
the homologues. Even without complete pairing, ho-
mologous sequences located in the same direction within
the loops, such as the 38 kb of blocks Bt and Bm, would
tend to establish nonallelic pairing. In any case, only
meiotic crossovers scored as type 1 or 2 in figure 7b
would result in a WBS chromosome. This region harbors
the promotor and first exons of GTF2IRD2, another
ubiquitously expressed gene (O. de Luis and L. A. Pe´rez
Jurado, unpublished results) that might also favor local
recombination events. The products of an uneven num-
ber of recombination events at any other position within
the loops, in case there is complete pairing, would be
expected to result in acentric fragments and dicentric
anaphase bridges.
Our haplotype data (fig. 8) demonstrate that WBS
deletions in patients bearing the inversion are indeed the
result of unequal crossing-over between chromosome 7
homologues during meiosis I. Moreover, the genotypes
at WBStel1 indicate that the strand exchange occurred
between block Bt of the chromosome with the inversion
and block Bm of the normal chromosome in one case
(type 1), whereas it happened the other way around,
between block Bm of the inverted chromosome and
block Bt of the normal chromosome, in five cases (type
2). Regarding the parental origin of the deletion, no sex
bias was observed in inversion carriers.
On the other hand, deletions arose through either in-
terchromosomal (three of seven) or intrachromosomal
(four of seven) events in patients without the inversion,
as determined by the presence or absence of recombi-
nation between centromeric and telomeric markers.
When patients with and without the inversion are taken
into account, our data are in agreement with previous
family studies of de novo WBS deletions, which report
that approximately two-thirds of the cases are mediated
by interchromosomal rearrangements, whereas one-
third occur intrachromosomally, regardless of the pa-
rental origin of the deletion (Urban et al. 1996; Baumer
et al. 1998).
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Conversion Events between LCRs
Many of the block B theoretically defined site-specific
changes (SSNs or cis-morphisms) appeared to have a
certain degree of non–site specificity or trans-morphism
(confusing variation at the two alleles of one or several
loci) (Lupski 2003) among both unaffected and affected
individuals, leading to some ambiguity in the results.
Despite that, consistent results allowing the identifica-
tion of a single deletion and inversion breakpoints were
obtained in all patients except one (patient 70.01, fig.
3c). The single contradictory result at SSN2 in this pa-
tient might represent either the presence of trans-morph-
isms at more than one locus in both parents or a de novo
conversion event in the patient. It is worth mentioning
that coincidental trans-morphisms were frequently
found in clusters encompassing several kilobases in some
progenitors, most likely in the same allele. This loss of
site specificity suggests the existence of sequence
exchange among LCR copies, possibly through gene-
conversion events, and points to a mechanism for pre-
serving gene function and maintaining the high sequence
identity among the LCRs. Interestingly, SSN 4 detects
a GT insertion (NCF1) or deletion (NCF1P1 and
NCF1P2) at the beginning of exon 2, which is the only
relevant change that predicts a lack of function in the
NCF1P1 and NCF1P2 pseudogenes (Go¨rlach et al.
1997). Its analysis revealed that several individuals (9%)
bear more than two copies of the putatively functional
NCF1 gene variant (fig. 4a). This phenomena may have
implications for the diagnosis of both patients and car-
riers of an autosomal recessive form of chronic granu-
lomatous disease (CGD), which is caused, in 90% of
cases, by the deletion of this dinucleotide GT in both
copies of the NCF1 gene (Casimir et al. 1991; Go¨rlach
et al. 1997; Heyworth et al. 2002). The autosomal re-
cessive inheritance of this disease implies that all copies
(centromeric, medial, and telomeric) would have to be
mutated.
Diagnostic Considerations
We have shown that the genotyping of SSNs and mul-
tiple-copy STRs is well suited as a supplement to con-
ventional diagnostic techniques. Three PCR-based as-
says that are informative in most cases (BASTR1,
BBSTR1, and SSN 11) provide quite precise diagnostic
information about the size of the deletion and the pu-
tative presence of genomic variants on 7q11.23 in the
progenitors. Genotyping the multiple-copy STRs within
blocks A and B permits to easily define the blocks in-
volved in the rearrangements in patients with WBS and
then to infer the size (either 1.55 or 1.84 Mb) of the
deletion. In addition, the dosage analysis of SSN 11 at
the edge of the alignment between blocks Bc and Bm in
individuals with WBS allows to predict if the deletion
has occurred in a progenitor heterozygous for the
7q11.23 paracentric inversion.
Implications for Genetic Counseling
WBS is almost always sporadic, with a few cases of
documented vertical transmission and concordant MZ
twins (Morris et al. 1993; Castorina et al. 1997). Al-
though two sets of second cousins with WBS have been
reported, the finding of deletions in unrelated chromo-
somes suggested independent mutational events in both
sets (Pe´rez Jurado et al. 1996). A single occasion of re-
current WBS in two siblings with deletions on the ma-
ternally inherited haploidentical chromosome suggested
a premeiotic intrachromosomal event responsible for go-
nadal mosaicism in the mother (Kara-Mostefa et al.
1999). Therefore, the recurrence risk in the sibship of a
proband with WBS with unaffected parents is expected
to be negligible, close to the population risk (Baumer et
al. 1998). However, some considerations derived from
our and previous data are worth mentioning:
1. If the deletion is found to occur intrachromoso-
mally, the rare possibility of a premeiotic event with
gonadal mosaicism should be considered (Kara-Mostefa
et al. 1999).
2. Parents heterozygous for an inversion at 7q11.23
may have an increased risk of meiotic misalignment and
aberrant recombination leading to gametes with unbal-
anced rearrangements. This recurrence risk will depend
on the likelihood that the specific misalignment followed
by unequal recombination at the misaligned region will
occur. Since in this region a recombination rate of 1%
approximately corresponds to the genome average of 1
Mb, the frequency of recombination in the nonallelic
misaligned fragments (two fragments of 38 kb each be-
tween blocks Bm and Bt, for a total of 76 kb) would be
relatively low, about 103. This low recombination rate
may explain why the recurrence risk for WBS appears
not to be significantly increased in some families despite
the finding of these “predisposing” alleles.
3. In carriers of the paracentric inversion, the for-
mation of either one or two chromosomal loops encom-
passing a 1.79-Mb region may occur, leading to com-
plete pairing. If recombination take place within the
loops (∼2%), it would lead to either an acentric or di-
centric chromosome 7, both most likely nonviable.
However, it is still unknown whether there is an slightly
increased rate of abortion in families carrying the in-
version polymorphism.
In summary, a variety of mutational mechanisms, all
mediated by the local segmental duplications, have been
found in the 7q11.23 region. Results presented in this
paper should contribute to a better understanding of the
nature and mechanism of formation of these recurrent
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genomic mutations. Further studies will focus on an ex-
haustive search for genotype-phenotype correlations in
patients with different deletion breakpoints, with and
without the inversion, as well as to determine any po-
tential variation of recurrence risk for WBS depending
on the parental alleles. It will also be interesting to define
the evolutionary steps that led to the genomic organi-
zation of LCRs in 7q11.23 and to establish the actual
prevalence of genomic polymorphisms in different pop-
ulations. Rearrangements mediated by similar mecha-
nisms during mitosis may also be involved in human
somatic diseases.
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